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Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

BESEEMED BDEEEEMS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

DEEPENED DDEEEENP DEEPEN, to make deep [v] 

DEEPENER DEEEENPR one that deepens (to make deep) [n -S] 

DEERWEED DDEEEERW bushlike herb [n -S] 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

ELECTEES CEEEELST ELECTEE, person who has been elected [n] 

EMEERATE AEEEEMRT emirate (rank of emir) [n -S] 

ENFEEBLE BEEEEFLN to make feeble [v –D, -LING, -S] 

ESTEEMED DEEEEMST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

EXCEEDED CDDEEEEX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXEGESES EEEEGSSX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [n] 

EXEGETES EEEEGSTX EXEGETE, one skilled in exegesis [n] 

EXONEREE EEEENORX one proven not guilty [n -S]  

EXPELLEE EEEELLPX deportee (one who is deported) [n -S] 

EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S] 

EYETEETH EEEEHTTY EYETOOTH, cuspid (pointed tooth) [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

FREEBEES BEEEEFRS FREEBEE, freebie (something given or received without charge) [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

GREEGREE EEEEGGRR grigri (fetish or amulet) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

MESEEMED DEEEEMMS MESEEMS, it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

PEEBEENS BEEEENPS PEEBEEN, large hardwood evergreen tree [n] 

PEESWEEP EEEEPPSW lapwing (shore bird) [n -S] 

PEETWEET EEEEPTTW wading bird [n -S] 

‘Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

REDEEMED DDEEEEMR REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDEEMER DEEEEMRR one that redeems (to buy back) [n -S] 

REEMERGE EEEEGMRR to emerge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REFEREED DEEEEFRR REFEREE, to supervise play in certain sports [v] 

REFEREES EEEEFRRS REFEREE, to supervise play in certain sports [v] 
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REFREEZE EEEEFRRZ to freeze again [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

REHEELED DEEEEHLR REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REJECTEE CEEEEJRT one that is rejected [n -S] 

RELEASEE AEEEELRS one that is released [n -S] 

RESEEDED DDEEEERS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

SELECTEE CEEEELST one that is selected [n -S] 

SLEEVEEN EEEELNSV mischievous person [n -S] 

SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

TEETERED DEEEERTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEREBENE BEEEENRT mixture of terpenes [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

VENEERED DEEEENRV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENEERER EEEENRRV one that veneers (to overlay with thin layers of material) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

ABSENTEE ABEEENST one that is not present [n -S] 

ACCEPTEE ACCEEEPT one that is accepted [n -S] 

AESTHETE AEEEHSTT esthete (esthetic person) [n -S] 

AGENESES AEEEGNSS AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n] 

AGUEWEED ADEEEGUW flowering plant [n -S] 

ALIENEES AEEEILNS ALIENEE, one to whom property is transferred [n] 

AMEERATE AAEEEMRT amirate (rank of amir) [n -S] 

ANTECEDE ACDEEENT to precede (to go before) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

APPELLEE AEEELLPP defendant in type of judicial proceeding [n -S] 

ARRESTEE AEEERRST one that is arrested [n -S] 

ATTENDEE ADEEENTT attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

AXLETREE AEEELRTX type of axle (shaft upon which wheel revolves) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

BEAVERED ABDEEERV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEBEERUS BBEEERSU BEBEERU, tropical tree [n] 

BEDEAFEN ABDEEEFN to deafen (to make deaf) [v -ED, ING, -S] 

BEDECKED BCDDEEEK BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEDESMEN BDEEEMNS BEDESMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n] 

BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BEEBREAD ABBDEEER pollen mixture [n -S] 

BEECHIER BCEEEHIR BEECHY, abounding in beeches [adj] 

BEEFCAKE ABCEEEFK pictures of male physiques [n -S] 

BEEFIEST BEEEFIST BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEFLESS BEEEFLSS being without beef [adj] 
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BEEHIVED BDEEEHIV having hairdo shaped like beehive [adj] 

BEEHIVES BEEEHISV BEEHIVE, hive for bees [n] 

BEELINED BDEEEILN BEELINE, to go in straight direct course [v] 

BEELINES BEEEILNS BEELINE, to go in straight direct course [v] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEETLERS BEEELRST BEETLER, one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to gem (to adorn with gems (precious stones)) [v] 

BEGETTER BEEEGRTT one that begets (to cause to exist) [n -S] 

BEHEADED ABDDEEEH BEHEAD, to cut off head of [v] 

BEHEADER ABDEEEHR one that beheads (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEJEEZUS BEEEJSUZ bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJEWELS BEEEJLSW BEJEWEL, to adorn with jewels [v] 

BELEAPED ABDEEELP BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELIEVED BDEEEILV BELIEVE, to accept as true or real [v] 

BELIEVER BEEEILRV one that believes (to accept as true or real) [n -S] 

BELIEVES BEEEILSV BELIEVE, to accept as true or real [v] 

BELLEEKS BEEEKLLS BELLEEK, very thin translucent porcelain [n] 

BEMEANED ABDEEEMN BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BENEFICE BCEEEFIN to endow with land [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BENZENES BEEENNSZ BENZENE, volatile liquid [n] 

BERCEUSE BCEEERSU lullaby [n -S] 

BEREAVED ABDEEERV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BEREAVER ABEEERRV one that bereaves (to deprive (to take something away from)) [n -S] 

BEREAVES ABEEERSV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BERGERES BEEEGRRS BERGERE, upholstered armchair [n] 

BERSEEMS BEEEMRSS BERSEEM, clover (plant) [n] 

BESCREEN BCEEENRS to screen (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESETTER BEEERSTT one that besets (to assail (to attack)) [n -S] 

BESIEGED BDEEEGIS BESIEGE, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BESIEGER BEEEGIRS one that besieges (to surround (to extend completely around)) [n -S] 

BESIEGES BEEEGISS BESIEGE, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BETTERED BDEEERTT BETTER, to improve (to make better) [v] 

BEVELERS BEEELRSV BEVELER, one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n] 

BEVELLED BDEEELLV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELLER BEEELLRV beveler (one that bevels (to cut at angle)) [n -S] 

BEVERAGE ABEEEGRV liquid for drinking [n -S] 

BHEESTIE BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BILLETEE BEEEILLT one that is billeted [n -S] 

BLEEDERS BDEEELRS BLEEDER, one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n] 

BLEEPERS BEEELPRS BLEEPER, one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n] 

BLUEWEED BDEEELUW bristly weed [n -S] 

BREECHED BCDEEEHR BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREECHES BCEEEHRS BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREEDERS BDEEERRS BREEDER, one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n] 

BREEZIER BEEEIRRZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BREVETED BDEEERTV BREVET, to confer honorary rank upon [v] 
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Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

CAMELEER ACEEELMR camel driver [n -S] 

CAREENED ACDEEENR CAREEN, to lurch while moving [v] 

CAREENER ACEEENRR one that careens (to lurch while moving) [n -S] 

CAREERED ACDEEERR CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S] 

CAREFREE ACEEEFRR being without worry or anxiety [adj] 

CELERIES CEEEILRS CELERY, plant with edible stalks [n] 

CELESTES CEEELSST CELESTE, celesta (keyboard instrument) [n] 

CEMENTED CDEEEMNT CEMENT, to bind firmly [v] 

CEMENTER CEEEMNRT one that cements (to bind firmly) [n -S] 

CEMETERY CEEEMRTY burial ground [n -RIES] 

CENTERED CDEEENRT CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CENTESES CEEENSST CENTESIS, surgical puncture [n] 

CEREMENT CEEEMNRT waxy cloth [n -S] 

CEREUSES CEEERSSU CEREUS, tall cactus [n] 

CHEEKIER CEEEHIKR CHEEKY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

CHEEPERS CEEEHPRS CHEEPER, one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n] 

CHEERERS CEEEHRRS CHEERER, one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n] 

CHEERIER CEEEHIRR CHEERY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHEERLED CDEEEHLR CHEERLEAD, to call for and direct organized cheering, as at football game [v] 

CHEESIER CEEEHIRS CHEESY, resembling cheese (food made from milk curds) [adj] 

CLEVEITE CEEEILTV radioactive mineral [n -S] 

CLEVERER CEEELRRV CLEVER, mentally keen [adj] 

COLESEED CDEEELOS colza (plant of cabbage family) [n -S] 

COLESSEE CEEELOSS joint lessee [n -S] 

CONFEREE CEEEFNOR one upon whom something is conferred [n -S] 

COREDEEM CDEEEMOR to redeem jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CREDENCE CCDEEENR belief (acceptance of truth or actuality of something) [n -S] 

CREEPAGE ACEEEGPR gradual movement [n -S] 

CREEPERS CEEEPRRS CREEPER, one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n] 

CREEPIER CEEEIPRR CREEPY, repugnant [adj] 

CREEPIES CEEEIPRS CREEPIE, low stool [n] 

CREESHED CDEEEHRS CREESH, to grease (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [v] 

CREESHES CEEEHRSS CREESH, to grease (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [v] 

CRENELED CDEEELNR CRENEL, to provide with crenelles [v] 

CRENELLE CEEELLNR rounded projection [n -S] 

CREPERIE CEEEIPRR restaurant that serves crepes (thin pancakes) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

DANEWEED ADDEEENW danewort (flowering plant) [n -S] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEADEYES ADDEEESY DEADEYE, expert marksman [n] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAFENED ADDEEEFN DEAFEN, to make deaf [v] 
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DEBEAKED ABDDEEEK DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DECEASED ACDDEEES deceased person [n -S] / DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

DECEASES ACDEEESS DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

DECEDENT CDDEEENT deceased person [n -S] 

DECEIVED CDDEEEIV DECEIVE, to mislead by falsehood [v] 

DECEIVER CDEEEIRV one that deceives (to mislead by falsehood) [n -S] 

DECEIVES CDEEEISV DECEIVE, to mislead by falsehood [v] 

DECENTER CDEEENRT DECENT, conforming to recognized standards of propriety [adj] / to put out of center [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECENTRE CDEEENRT to decenter (to put out of center) [v –D, -RING, -S] 

DECERNED CDDEEENR DECERN, to decree by judicial sentence [v] 

DECREASE ACDEEERS to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECREERS CDEEERRS DECREER, one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n] 

DEEDIEST DDEEEIST DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEDLESS DDEEELSS being without deeds [adj] 

DEEJAYED ADDEEEJY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEEMSTER DEEEMRST judicial officer of Isle of Man [n -S] 

DEEPNESS DEEENPSS quality of being deep (extending far down from surface) [n -ES] 

DEERLIKE DEEEIKLR DEER, ruminant mammal [adj] 

DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFEATER ADEEEFRT one that defeats (to win victory over) [n -S] 

DEFECATE ACDEEEFT to discharge feces [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFENCED CDDEEEFN DEFENCE, to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v] 

DEFENCES CDEEEFNS DEFENCE, to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v] 

DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFENDER DDEEEFNR one that defends (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

DEFENSED DDEEEFNS DEFENSE, to guard against specific attack [v] 

DEFENSES DEEEFNSS DEFENSE, to guard against specific attack [v] 

DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S] 

DEFERRED DDEEEFRR DEFER, to postpone (to put off to future time) [v] 

DEFERRER DEEEFRRR one that defers (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEFLEAED ADDEEEFL DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLEXED DDEEEFLX bent downward [adj] 

DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGERMED DDEEEGMR DEGERM, to remove germs from [v] 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DEJEUNER DEEEJNRU late breakfast [n -S] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELEAVED ADDEEELV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DELEAVES ADEEELSV DELEAVE, to separate copies of [v] 

DELEGATE ADEEEGLT to appoint as one's representative [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEMEANED ADDEEEMN DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

DEMENTED DDEEEMNT DEMENT, to make insane [v] 

DEMERGED DDEEEGMR DEMERGE, to remove division from corporation [v] 

DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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DEMERGES DEEEGMRS DEMERGE, to remove division from corporation [v] 

DEMESNES DEEEMNSS DEMESNE, legal possession of land as one's own [n] 

DENTELLE DEEELLNT lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 

DEPARTEE ADEEEPRT one that departs (to go away) [n -S] 

DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v –D, -LING, -S] 

DEPERMED DDEEEMPR DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DEPLETED DDEEELPT DEPLETE, to lessen or exhaust supply of [v] 

DEPLETER DEEELPRT one that depletes (to lessen or exhaust supply of) [n -S] 

DEPLETES DEEELPST DEPLETE, to lessen or exhaust supply of [v] 

DEPORTEE DEEEOPRT one who is deported [n -S] 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v =ED, -ING, -S] 

DESERTED DDEEERST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DESERTER DEEERRST one that deserts (to abandon (to leave or give up completely)) [n -S] 

DESERVED DDEEERSV DESERVE, to be entitled to or worthy of [v] 

DESERVER DEEERRSV one that deserves (to be entitled to or worthy of) [n -S] 

DESERVES DEEERSSV DESERVE, to be entitled to or worthy of [v] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S] 

DETENTES DEEENSTT DETENTE, easing of international tension [n] 

DETERGED DDEEEGRT DETERGE, to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DETERGES DEEEGRST DETERGE, to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v] 

DETERRED DDEEERRT DETER, to stop from proceeding [v] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DETESTED DDEEESTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DETESTER DEEERSTT one that detests (to dislike intensely) [n -S] 

DEVEINED DDEEEINV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEVELOPE DEEELOPV to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

DEVESTED DDEEESTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVISEES DEEEISSV DEVISEE, one to whom will is made [n] 

DEVOTEES DEEEOSTV DEVOTEE, ardent follower or supporter [n] 

DIERESES DEEEIRSS DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [n] 

DIESELED DDEEEILS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DWEEBIER BDEEEIRW DWEEBY, socially inept [adj] 

DYEWEEDS DDEEESWY DYEWEED, shrub that yields yellow dye [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EASEMENT AEEEMNST relief (aid in form of money or necessities) [n -S] 

EATERIES AEEEIRST EATERY, lunchroom [n] 

ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n] 

ECHELLES CEEEHLLS ECHELLE, device for spreading light into its component colors [n] 
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ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S] 

ECTOMERE CEEEMORT cell that develops into ectoderm [n -S] 

ECUMENES CEEEMNSU ECUMENE, inhabited area [n] 

EDENTATE ADEEENTT toothless mammal [n -S] 

EDGELESS DEEEGLSS lacking edge [adj] 

EDGEWISE DEEEGISW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

EENSIEST EEEINSST EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERINESS EEEINRSS state of being eerie (weird (mysteriously strange)) [n -ES] 

EFFECTED CDEEEFFT EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EFFECTER CEEEFFRT effector (bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse) [n -S] 

EFFERENT EEEFFNRT organ or part conveying nervous impulses to effector [n -S] 

EFFETELY EEEFFLTY EFFETE, exhausted of vigor or energy [adv] 

EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj] 

EGLATERE AEEEGLRT wild rose [n -S] 

EGRESSED DEEEGRSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EIGHTEEN EEEGHINT number [n -S] 

EJECTIVE CEEEIJTV sound produced with air compressed above closed glottis [n -S] 

EKPWELES EEEKLPSW EKPWELE, former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n] 

EKTEXINE EEEIKNTX outer layer of exine [n -S] 

ELECTIVE CEEEILTV optional course of study [n -S] 

ELECTRET CEEELRTT type of nonconductor [n -S] 

ELEGANCE ACEEEGLN tasteful opulence [n -S] 

ELEGISED DEEEGILS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEGISES EEEGILSS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEGIZED DEEEGILZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ELEGIZES EEEGILSZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ELEMENTS EEELMNST ELEMENT, substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n] 

ELEVATED ADEEELTV railway that operates on raised structure [n -S] / ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

ELEVENTH EEEHLNTV one of eleven equal parts [n -S] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

EMBEZZLE BEEELMZZ to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBLEMED BDEEELMM EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMCEEING CEEEGIMN EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

EMENDATE ADEEEMNT to emend (to correct (to make free from error)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMENDERS DEEEMNRS EMENDER, one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n] 

EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S] 

EMERITAE AEEEIMRT EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

EMETINES EEEIMNST EMETINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

EMINENCE CEEEIMNN high station or rank [n -S] 

EMPERIES EEEIMPRS EMPERY, absolute dominion [n] 

EMPLOYEE EEELMOPY person who is employed [n -S] 

ENAMELED ADEEELMN ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENAMELER AEEELMNR one that enamels (to cover with hard, glossy surface) [n -S] 

ENCEINTE CEEEINNT encircling fortification [n -S] 
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ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENERGIES EEEGINRS ENERGY, capacity for vigorous activity [n] 

ENERGISE EEEGINRS to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ENERVATE AEEENRTV to deprive of strength or vitality [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ENFETTER EEEFNRTT to enchain (to bind with chains) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFEVERS EEEFNRSV ENFEVER, to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENLISTEE EEEILNST one that is enlisted [n -S] 

ENMESHED DEEEHMNS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENMESHES EEEHMNSS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENROLLEE EEELLNOR one that is enrolled [n -S] 

ENSEMBLE BEEELMNS group of complementary parts [n -S] 

ENSERFED DEEEFNRS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENTENTES EEENNSTT ENTENTE, agreement between nations [n] 

ENTERERS EEENRRST ENTERER, one that enters (to come or go into) [n] 

ENURESES EEENRSSU ENURESIS, involuntary urination [n] 

ENVELOPE EEELNOPV paper container [n -S] 

ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

EPATERED ADEEEPRT EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPEEISTS EEEIPSST EPEEIST, one who fences with epee [n] 

EPERGNES EEEGNPRS EPERGNE, ornamental dish [n] 

EPHEMERA AEEEHMPR something of very short life or duration [n -E, -S] 

EPICENES CEEEINPS EPICENE, one having both male and female characteristics [n] 

EPIMERES EEEIMPRS EPIMERE, part of embryo [n] 

ERECTERS CEEERRST ERECTER, erector (one that erects (to build)) [n] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

ERECTIVE CEEEIRTV tending to erect [adj] 

EREMITES EEEIMRST EREMITE, hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n] 

EREWHILE EEEHILRW some time ago [adv] 

ESCAPEES ACEEEPSS ESCAPEE, one that has escaped [n] 

ESCHEWED CDEEEHSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S] 

ESERINES EEEINRSS ESERINE, toxic alkaloid [n] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

ESSENCES CEEENSSS ESSENCE, fundamental nature or quality [n] 

ESTERASE AEEERSST type of enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ESTHESES EEEHSSST ESTHESIS, esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n] 

ESTHETES EEEHSSTT ESTHETE, esthetic person [n] 

ETAGERES AEEEGRST ETAGERE, ornamental stand [n] 

ETCETERA ACEEERTT number of additional items [n -S] 

ETERNISE EEEINRST to eternize (to make everlasting) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETERNIZE EEEINRTZ to make everlasting [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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ETHEREAL AEEEHLRT airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

ETHERISE EEEHIRST to etherize (to treat with ether) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETHERIZE EEEHIRTZ to treat with ether [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHYLENE EEEHLNTY flammable gas [n -S] 

ETOUFFEE EEEFFOTU Cajun stew [n -S] 

EUSTELES EEELSSTU EUSTELE, plant part [n] 

EUXENITE EEEINTUX mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EVACUEES ACEEESUV EVACUEE, one that is evacuated [n] 

EVANESCE ACEEENSV to fade away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EVENNESS EEENNSSV state of being even (flat and smooth) [n -ES] 

EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

EVENTIDE DEEEINTV evening (latter part of day and early part of night) [n -S] 

EVENTIVE EEEINTVV denoting event (something that occurs (to take place)) [adj] 

EVERMORE EEEMORRV forever [adv] 

EVERYMEN EEEMNRVY EVERYMAN, typical or ordinary man [n] 

EVERYONE EEENORVY every person [pron] 

EVICTEES CEEEISTV EVICTEE, one that is evicted [n] 

EVIDENCE CDEEEINV to indicate clearly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EXAMINEE AEEEIMNX one that is taking examination [n -S] 

EXCELLED CDEEELLX EXCEL, to surpass others [v] 

EXCEPTED CDEEEPTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXCESSED CDEEESSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCRETED CDEEERTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCRETER CEEERRTX one that excretes (to separate and eliminate from organic body) [n -S] 

EXCRETES CEEERSTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXECRATE ACEEERTX to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTER CEEERTUX executor (one that executes (to carry out)) [n -S] 

EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES]  

EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj] 

EXEMPTED DEEEMPTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

EXEQUIES EEEIQSUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [n] 

EXERCISE CEEEIRSX to make use of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXERGUES EEEGRSUX EXERGUE, space on coin [n] 

EXERTIVE EEEIRTVX tending to exert [adj] 

EXHEDRAE ADEEEHRX EXHEDRA, exedra (curved outdoor bench) [n] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention))) [n -S] 

EXPECTED CDEEEPTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXPECTER CEEEPRTX one that expects (to anticipate) [n -S] 

EXPEDITE DEEEIPTX to speed up progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out [v] 

EXPELLER EEELLPRX one that expels (to force out) [n -S] 

EXPENDED DDEEENPX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPENDER DEEENPRX one that expends (to use up) [n -S] 

EXPENSED DEEENPSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 
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EXPENSES EEENPSSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPERTED DEEEPRTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXSECTED CDEEESTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXSERTED DEEERSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v] 

EXTENDED DDEEENTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENDER DEEENRTX substance added to another substance [n -S] 

EXTERNES EEENRSTX EXTERNE, extern (nonresident of institution) [n] 

EXTREMER EEEMRRTX EXTREME, existing in very high degree [adj] 

EXTREMES EEEMRSTX EXTREME, highest degree [n] 

EYEBEAMS ABEEEMSY EYEBEAM, glance [n] 

EYEDNESS DEEENSSY preference for use of one eye over other [n -ES] 

EYEHOLES EEEHLOSY EYEHOLE, small opening [n] 

EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 

EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 

EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 

EYESORES EEEORSSY EYESORE, something offensive to sight [n] 

EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S] 

EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 
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FEDAYEEN ADEEEFNY FEDAYEE, Arab commando [n] 

FEDERATE ADEEEFRT to unite in alliance [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FEEBLEST BEEEFLST FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

FEEDABLE ABDEEEFL FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [adj] 

FEEDHOLE DEEEFHLO one of series of holes in paper tape [n -S] 

FEETLESS EEEFLSST having no feet [adj] 

FENDERED DDEEEFNR FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [adj] 

FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n] 

FERRELED DEEEFLRR FERREL, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERRETED DEEEFRRT FERRET, to search out by careful investigation [v] 

FERRETER EEEFRRRT one that ferrets (to search out by careful investigation) [n -S] 

FESTERED DEEEFRST FESTER, to generate pus [v] 

FETTERED DEEEFRTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S] 

FEVERFEW EEEFFRVW perennial herb [n -S] 

FIREREEL EEEFILRR fire engine [n -S] 

FIREWEED DEEEFIRW perennial herb [n -S] 

FLEECERS CEEEFLRS FLEECER, one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n] 

FLEECHED CDEEEFHL FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLEECHES CEEEFHLS FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLEECIER CEEEFILR FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FLEETEST EEEFLSTT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FOREFEEL EEEFFLOR to have premonition of [v -FELT, -ING, -S] 

FOREFEET EEEFFORT FOREFOOT, one of front feet of animal [n] 

FORESEEN EEEFNORS FORESEE, to see in advance [v] 

FORESEER EEEFORRS one that foresees (to see in advance) [n -S] 

FORESEES EEEFORSS FORESEE, to see in advance [v] 
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FREEBASE ABEEEFRS to use form of cocaine that is inhaled [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FREEBIES BEEEFIRS FREEBIE, something given or received without charge [n] 

FREEDMEN DEEEFMNR FREEDMAN, man who has been freed from slavery [n] 

FREENESS EEEFNRSS freedom (state of being free (not subject to restriction or control)) [n -ES] 

FREERIDE DEEEFIRR type of snowboard [n -S] 

FREEWARE AEEEFRRW software distributed without charge [n -S] 

FREEZERS EEEFRRSZ FREEZER, apparatus for freezing food [n] 
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GAPESEED ADEEEGPS something that causes wonder [n -S] 

GEEKIEST EEEGIKST GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GENDERED DDEEEGNR GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v] 

GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GENETTES EEEGNSTT GENETTE, genet (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S] 

GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj] 

GETTERED DEEEGRTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GEYSERED DEEEGRSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GLEESOME EEEGLMOS gleeful (merry (cheerful (full of spirits))) [adj] 

GLEETIER EEEGILRT GLEETY, resembling mucus (viscid bodily fluid) [adj] 

GREEDIER DEEEGIRR GREEDY, marked by greed [adj] 

GREENERY EEEGNRRY green vegetation [n -S] 

GREENEST EEEGNRST GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIER EEEGINRR GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GREENIES EEEGINRS GREENIE, amphetamine pill [n] 

GREENLET EEEGLNRT vireo (small bird) [n -S] 

GREETERS EEEGRRST GREETER, one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n] 
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HAEREDES ADEEEHRS HAERES, heres (this place) [n] 

HEBETATE ABEEEHTT to make dull [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HEBETUDE BDEEEHTU mental dullness [n -S] 

HEEDLESS DEEEHLSS paying little or no attention [adj] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEELLESS EEEHLLSS lacking heels [adj] 

HEGUMENE EEEGHMNU head of nunnery [n -S] 

HELMETED DEEEHLMT HELMET, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head) [v] 

HELPMEET EEEHLMPT helpmate (helpful companion) [n -S] 

HEMPSEED DEEEHMPS seed of hemp [n -S] 

HEMPWEED DEEEHMPW climbing plant [n -S] 

HENEQUEN EEEHNNQU fiber used to make ropes [n -S] 

HERESIES EEEHIRSS HERESY, belief contrary to church doctrine [n] 

HERPESES EEEHPRSS HERPES, skin infection [n] 

HETAERAE AAEEEHRT HETAERA, concubine [n] 

HEXEREIS EEEHIRSX HEXEREI, witchcraft [n] 

HONEYBEE BEEEHNOY type of bee (winged insect) [n -S] 
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INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 
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JEEPNEYS EEEJNPSY JEEPNEY, Philippine jitney [n] 

JERREEDS DEEEJRRS JERREED, jereed (wooden javelin) [n] 

JERSEYED DEEEJRSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [adj] 

JEWELERS EEEJLRSW JEWELER, dealer or maker of jewelry [n] 

JEWELLED DEEEJLLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JEWELLER EEEJLLRW jeweler (dealer or maker of jewelry) [n -S] 

JEZEBELS BEEEJLSZ JEZEBEL, scheming, wicked woman [n] 
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KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 

KEELAGES AEEEGKLS KEELAGE, amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n] 

KEELHALE AEEEHKLL to keelhaul (to rebuke severely) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

KEELLESS EEEKLLSS having no keel (main structural part of ship) [adj] 

KEENNESS EEEKNNSS sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n -ES] 

KEEPABLE ABEEEKLP KEEP, to continue to possess [adj] 

KEEPSAKE AEEEKKPS memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S] 

KEESTERS EEEKRSST KEESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KEGELERS EEEGKLRS KEGELER, kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n] 

KENNELED DEEEKLNN KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KERMESES EEEKMRSS KERMES, red dye [n] 

KERMESSE EEEKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -S] 

KERNELED DEEEKLNR KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KEROSENE EEEKNORS fuel oil [n -S] 

KNEEHOLE EEEHKLNO space for knees [n -S] 

KNEELERS EEEKLNRS KNEELER, one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n] 

KNEESIES EEEIKNSS pressing of one's knees against another person's knees [n KNEESIES] 
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LATEENER AEEELNRT lateen (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

LAVEERED ADEEELRV LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

LEADENED ADDEEELN LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LEAVENED ADEEELNV LEAVEN, to produce fermentation in [v] 

LEAVENER AEEELNRV one that has tempering influence [n -S] 

LECHERED CDEEEHLR LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LEERIEST EEEILRST LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEGALESE AEEEGLLS specialized language of lawyers [n -S] 

LEGATEES AEEEGLST LEGATEE, inheritor of legacy [n] 

LENIENCE CEEEILNN leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n -S] 

LESSENED DEEELNSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LETTERER EEELRRTT one that letters (to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)) [n -S] 

LEVEEING EEEGILNV LEVEE, to provide with embankment [v] 

LEVELERS EEELLRSV LEVELER, one that levels (to make even) [n] 
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LEVELLED DEEELLLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLER EEELLLRV leveler (one that levels (to make even)) [n -S] 

LEVERAGE AEEEGLRV to provide with type of economic advantage [v -D, -GING, -S] 

LEVERETS EEELRSTV LEVERET, young hare [n] 

LIBELEES BEEEILLS LIBELEE, defendant in type of lawsuit [n] 

LIBELLEE BEEEILLL libelee (defendant in type of lawsuit) [n -S] 

LICENCEE CCEEEILN licensee (one that is licensed) [n -S] 

LICENSEE CEEEILNS one that is licensed [n -S] 

LIEGEMEN EEEGILMN LIEGEMAN, feudal vassal [n] 
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MEAGERER AEEEGMRR MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

MEDRESES DEEEMRSS MEDRESE, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

MEEKNESS EEEKMNSS quality of being meek (lacking in spirit and courage) [n -ES] 

MEETNESS EEEMNSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

MEMBERED BDEEEMMR MEMBER, distinct part of whole [adj] 

MENTHENE EEEHMNNT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

MERENGUE EEEGMNRU ballroom dance [n -S] 

MERGENCE CEEEGMNR act of merging (to combine (to blend)) [n -S] 

MESOMERE EEEMMORS embryonic segment [n -S] 

METAMERE AEEEMMRT somite (longitudinal segment of body of some animals) [n -S] 

METERAGE AEEEGMRT process of metering [n -S] 

MEUNIERE EEEIMNRU cooked in browned butter [adj] 

MEZEREON EEEMNORZ flowering shrub [n -S] 

MEZEREUM EEEMMRUZ mezereon (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S] 

MONGEESE EEEGMNOS MONGOOSE, carnivorous mammal [n] 

MULETEER EEELMRTU one who drives mules (hoofed work animals) [n -S] 

MURDEREE DEEEMRRU one that is murdered [n -S] 
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NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEEDIEST DEEEINST NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLERS DEEELNRS NEEDLER, one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n] 

NEEDLESS DEEELNSS not necessary [adj] 

NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -S] 

NEOPRENE EEENNOPR synthetic rubber [n -S] 

NEPENTHE EEEHNNPT drug that induces forgetfulness [n -S] 

NEREIDES DEEEINRS NEREIS, marine worm [n] 

NEUTERED DEEENRTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NEWSFEED DEEEFNSW service that provides news articles for distribution [n -S] 

NEWSREEL EEELNRSW short movie presenting current events [n -S] 

NINETEEN EEEINNNT number [n -S] 
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OFFEREES EEEFFORS OFFEREE, one to whom offer is made [n] 

OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S] 
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OPERCELE CEEELOPR opercule (anatomical part that serves as lid or cover) [n -S] 

OVERFEED DEEEFORV to feed too much [v -FED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFREE EEEFORRV too free [adj] 

OVERKEEN EEEKNORV too keen [adj] 

OVERMEEK EEEKMORV excessively meek [adj] 

OVERSEED DEEEORSV to seed to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S 

OVERSEEN EEENORSV OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

OVERSEER EEEORRSV one that oversees (to watch over and direct) [n -S] 

OVERSEES EEEORSSV OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

OVERWEEN EEENORVW to be arrogant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PATENTEE AEEENPTT one that holds patent [n -S] 

PEDIGREE DEEEGIPR line of ancestors [n -S] 

PEELABLE ABEEELLP PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [adj] 

PEEPHOLE EEEHLOPP small opening through which one may look [n -S] 

PEERAGES AEEEGPRS PEERAGE, rank of nobleman [n] 

PEERLESS EEELPRSS having no equal [adj] 

PELERINE EEEILNPR woman's cape [n -S] 

PELLETED DEEELLPT PELLET, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses) [v] 

PELTERED DEEELPRT PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

PENTENES EEENNPST PENTENE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PEPPERER EEEPPPRR one that peppers (to season with pepper (pungent condiment)) [n -S] 

PERCEIVE CEEEIPRV to become aware of through senses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PERIGEES EEEGIPRS PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n] 

PERMEASE AEEEMPRS catalyzing agent [n -S] 

PERMEATE AEEEMPRT to spread through [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERVERSE EEEPRRSV willfully deviating from desired or expected conduct [adj] 

PESTERED DEEEPRST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PESTERER EEEPRRST one that pesters (to bother (to annoy)) [n -S] 

PEWTERER EEEPRRTW one that makes articles of pewter [n -S] 

PHERESES EEEHPRSS PHERESIS, withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n] 

PLEDGEES DEEEGLPS PLEDGEE, one to whom something is pledged [n] 

POKEWEED DEEEKOPW perennial herb [n -S] 

PRECEDED CDDEEEPR PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PRECEDES CDEEEPRS PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEMIES EEEIMPRS PREEMIE, infant born prematurely [n] 

PREENERS EEENPRRS PREENER, one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n] 

PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREMIERE EEEIMPRR to present publicly for first time [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREPENSE EEENPPRS planned in advance [adj] 

PRESENCE CEEENPRS close proximity [n -S] 

PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESLEEP EEELPPRS preceding sleep [adj] 

PRETEENS EEENPRST PRETEEN, child under age of thirteen [n] 
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PRETENCE CEEENPRT pretense (act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

PRETENSE EEENPRST act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of) [n -S] 

PROTEGEE EEEGOPRT female protege [n -S] 
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QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj] 

QUEEREST EEEQRSTU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUENELLE EEELLNQU type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n -S] 
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RAPESEED ADEEEPRS seed of European herb [n -S] 

REACCEDE ACCDEEER to accede again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REBELLED BDEEELLR REBEL, to oppose established government of one's land [v] 

REBREEDS BDEEERRS REBREED, to breed again [v] 

RECEIVED CDEEEIRV RECEIVE, to come into possession of [v] 

RECEIVER CEEEIRRV one that receives (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

RECEIVES CEEEIRSV RECEIVE, to come into possession of [v] 

RECEMENT CEEEMNRT to cement again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECENTER CEEENRRT RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adj] 

RECESSED CDEEERSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REDDENED DDDEEENR REDDEN, to make or become red [v] 

REDECIDE CDDEEEIR to decide again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REDEFEAT ADEEEFRT to defeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEFIED DDEEEFIR REDEFY, to defy again [v] 

REDEFIES DEEEFIRS REDEFY, to defy again [v] 

REDEFINE DEEEFINR to define again [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REDENIED DDEEEINR REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REDENIES DEEEINRS REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REECHIER CEEEHIRR REECHY, foul, rancid [adj] 

REECHOED CDEEEHOR REECHO, to echo again [v] 

REECHOES CEEEHORS REECHO, to echo again [v] 

REEDIEST DEEEIRST REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEDITED DDEEEIRT REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEDLIKE DEEEIKLR resembling reed [adj] 

REEFABLE ABEEEFLR REEF, to reduce area of sail [adj] 

REEFIEST EEEFIRST REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEJECTS CEEEJRST REEJECT, to eject again [v] 

REEKIEST EEEIKRST REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REELABLE ABEEELLR REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [adj] 

REELECTS CEEELRST REELECT, to elect again [v] 

REENGAGE AEEEGGNR to engage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REENTERS EEENRRST REENTER, to enter again [v] 
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REERECTS CEEERRST REERECT, to erect again [v] 

REEVOKED DEEEKORV REEVOKE, to evoke again [v] 

REEVOKES EEEKORSV REEVOKE, to evoke again [v] 

REEXPELS EEELPRSX REEXPEL, to expel again [v] 

REEXPOSE EEEOPRSX to expose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REFECTED CDEEEFRT REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REFELLED DEEEFLLR REFEL, to reject (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [v] 

REFENCED CDEEEFNR REFENCE, to fence again [v] 

REFENCES CEEEFNRS REFENCE, to fence again [v] 

REFERENT EEEFNRRT something referred to [n -S] 

REFERRED DEEEFRRR REFER, to direct to source for help or information [v] 

REFERRER EEEFRRRR one that refers (to direct to source for help or information) [n -S] 

REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFUELED DEEEFLRU REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

REFUGEES EEEFGRSU REFUGEE, one who flees for safety [n] 

REGEARED ADEEEGRR REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGELATE AEEEGLRT to refreeze ice by reducing pressure [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGREENS EEEGNRRS REGREEN, to green again [v] 

REGREETS EEEGRRST REGREET, to greet in return [v] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REHEATED ADEEEHRT REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

REHEATER AEEEHRRT one that reheats (to heat again) [n -S] 

REHEMMED DEEEHMMR REHEM, to hem again [v] 

REINDEER DEEEINRR large deer [n -S] 

REJECTED CDEEEJRT REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJECTER CEEEJRRT one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [n -S] 

RELEASED ADEEELRS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RELEASER AEEELRRS one that releases (to set free) [n -S] 

RELEASES AEEELRSS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RELEGATE AEEEGLRT to assign (to set apart for particular purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELENTED DEEELNRT RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELETTER EEELRRTT to letter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELIEVED DEEEILRV RELIEVE, to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v] 

RELIEVER EEEILRRV one that relieves (to lessen or free from pain or discomfort) [n -S] 

RELIEVES EEEILRSV RELIEVE, to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v] 

REMEDIED DDEEEIMR REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v] 

REMEDIES DEEEIMRS REMEDY, to relieve or cure [v] 

REMELTED DEEELMRT REMELT, to melt again [v] 

REMEMBER BEEEMMRR to bring to mind again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMENDED DDEEEMNR REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMERGED DEEEGMRR REMERGE, to merge again [v] 

REMERGES EEEGMRRS REMERGE, to merge again [v] 

RENDERED DDEEENRR RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENDERER DEEENRRR one that renders (to cause to be or become) [n -S] 

RENEGADE ADEEEGNR to become traitor [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RENEGERS EEEGNRRS RENEGER, one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n] 
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RENEGUED DEEEGNRU RENEGUE, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v] 

RENEGUES EEEGNRSU RENEGUE, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v] 

RENESTED DEEENRST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

RENEWERS EEENRRSW RENEWER, one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n] 

REOPENED DEEENOPR REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REPARTEE AEEEPRRT quick, witty reply [n -S] 

REPEALED ADEEELPR REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPEALER AEEELPRR one that repeals (to revoke (to annul by taking back)) [n -S] 

REPEATED ADEEEPRT REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

REPEATER AEEEPRRT one that repeats (to say or do again) [n -S] 

REPEGGED DEEEGGPR REPEG, to peg again [v] 

REPELLED DEEELLPR REPEL, to drive back [v] 

REPELLER EEELLPRR one that repels (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPENTED DEEENPRT REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v] 

REPENTER EEENPRRT one that repents (to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action) [n -S] 

REPEOPLE EEELOPPR to people again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REPERKED DEEEKPRR REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REPETEND DEEENPRT phrase or sound that is repeated [n -S] 

REPLEDGE DEEEGLPR to pledge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPLETES EEELPRST REPLETE, worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n] 

REPRIEVE EEEIPRRV to postpone punishment of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REREMICE CEEEIMRR bats (flying mammals) [n REREMICE] 

RERENTED DEEENRRT RERENT, to rent again [v] 

REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREVIEW EEEIRRVW to review again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCREEN CEEENRRS to screen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCUEES CEEERSSU RESCUEE, one that is rescued [n] 

RESEALED ADEEELRS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESECTED CDEEERST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESEEING EEEGINRS RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESEIZED DEEEIRSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESEIZES EEEIRSSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESELECT CEEELRST to select again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESELLER EEELLRRS one that resells (to sell again) [n -S] 

RESEMBLE BEEELMRS to be similar to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESENTED DEEENRST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESERVED DEEERRSV RESERVE, to keep back for future use [v] 

RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S] 

RESERVES EEERRSSV RESERVE, to keep back for future use [v] 

RESETTER EEERRSTT one that resets (to set again) [n -S] 

RESETTLE EEELRSTT to settle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETEAMED ADEEEMRT RETEAM, to team again [v] 

RETELLER EEELLRRT one who tells something again [n -S] 

RETEMPER EEEMPRRT to temper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETESTED DEEERSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 
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RETINENE EEEINNRT pigment in retina [n -S] 

RETIREES EEEIRRST RETIREE, one who has retired from his vocation [n] 

RETRIEVE EEEIRRTV to get back [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RETURNEE EEENRRTU one that has returned [n -S] 

RETWEETS EEERSTTW RETWEET, to tweet message again [v]  

REVEALED ADEEELRV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVEALER AEEELRRV one that reveals (to make known) [n =S] 

REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj] 

REVEILLE EEEILLRV morning bugle call [n -S] 

REVELERS EEELRRSV REVELER, one that revels (to engage in revelry) [n] 

REVELLED DEEELLRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELLER EEELLRRV reveler (one that revels (to engage in revelry)) [n -S] 

REVENGED DEEEGNRV REVENGE, to inflict injury in return for [v] 

REVENGER EEEGNRRV one that revenges (to inflict injury in return for) [n -S] 

REVENGES EEEGNRSV REVENGE, to inflict injury in return for [v] 

REVENUED DEEENRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

REVENUER EEENRRUV revenue officer [n -S] 

REVENUES EEENRSUV REVENUE, income of government [n] 

REVERBED BDEEERRV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v] 

REVEREND DEEENRRV clergyman [n -S] 

REVERENT EEENRRTV deeply respectful [adj] 

REVERERS EEERRRSV REVERER, one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n] 

REVERIES EEEIRRSV REVERIE, daydream [n] / REVERY [n] 

REVERSED DEEERRSV REVERSE, to turn or move in opposite direction [v] 

REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVERSES EEERRSSV REVERSE, to turn or move in opposite direction [v] 

REVERTED DEEERRTV REVERT, to return to former state [v] 

REVERTER EEERRRTV one that reverts (to return to former state) [n -S] 

REVESTED DEEERSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

REVETTED DEEERTTV REVET, to face with masonry [v] 

REVIEWED DEEEIRVW REVIEW, to view again [v] 

REVIEWER EEEIRRVW one that reviews (to view again) [n -S] 

REWEAVED ADEEERVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

REWEAVES AEEERSVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

REWEDDED DDDEEERW REWED, to wed again [v] 

REWELDED DDEEELRW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWETTED DEEERTTW REWET, to wet again [v] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 
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SCREEDED CDDEEERS SCREED, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

SCREENED CDEEENRS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SCREENER CEEENRRS one that screens (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [n -S] 

SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S] 

SEAWEEDS ADEEESSW SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [n] 

SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 
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SECEDERS CDEEERSS SECEDER, one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n] 

SECERNED CDEEENRS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

SECONDEE CDEEENOS  worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SECRETED CDEEERST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 

SECRETER CEEERRST SECRET, kept from knowledge or view [adj] 

SECRETES CEEERSST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 

SEEDBEDS BDDEEESS SEEDBED, land prepared for seeding [n] 

SEEDCAKE ACDEEEKS sweet cake containing aromatic seeds [n -S] 

SEEDCASE ACDEEESS pericarp (wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit) [n -S] 

SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDLESS DEEELSSS having no seeds [adj] 

SEEDLIKE DEEEIKLS resembling seed [adj] 

SEEDSMEN DEEEMNSS SEEDSMAN, dealer in seeds [n] 

SEEDTIME DEEEIMST season for sowing seeds [n -S] 

SEEMLIER EEEILMRS SEEMLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

SEEPAGES AEEEGPSS SEEPAGE, quantity of fluid that has seeped [n] 

SEEPIEST EEEIPSST SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEESAWED ADEEESSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

SELECTED CDEEELST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

SELENATE AEEELNST chemical salt [n -S] 

SELENIDE DEEEILNS compound of selenium [n -S] 

SELENITE EEEILNST variety of gypsum [n -S] 

SELVEDGE DEEEGLSV selvage (edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling) [n -S] 

SEMESTER EEEMRSST period constituting half of academic year [n -S] 

SENESCED CDEEENSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENESCES CEEENSSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SEPTETTE EEEPSTTT septet (group of seven) [n -S] 

SEQUELAE AEEELQSU SEQUELA, abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n] 

SEQUENCE CEEENQSU to arrange in consecutive order [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERENATE AEEENRST SERENATA, dramatic cantata [n] 

SERENELY EEELNRSY SERENE, calm; tranquil [adv] 

SERENEST EEENRSST SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SESTERCE CEEERSST coin of ancient Rome [n -S] 

SEVERELY EEELRSVY SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adv] 

SEVEREST EEERSSTV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEVERIES EEEIRSSV SEVERY, compartment in vaulted ceiling [n] 

SEWERAGE AEEEGRSW sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S] 

SHEBEENS BEEEHNSS SHEBEEN, place where liquor is sold illegally [n] 

SHEENIER EEEHINRS SHEENY, shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEEPLES EEEHLPSS SHEEPLE, people likened to sheep [n]  

SHEEPMEN EEEHMNPS SHEEPMAN, person who raises sheep [n] 

SHEEREST EEEHRSST SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEETERS EEEHRSST SHEETER, one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n] 

SHEETFED DEEEFHST pertaining to type of printing press [adj] 
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SHEREEFS EEEFHRSS SHEREEF, sherif (Arab ruler) [n] 

SHMEERED DEEEHMRS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHOETREE EEEHORST device shaped like foot that is inserted into shoe to preserve its shape [n -S] 

SKEETERS EEEKRSST SKEETER, skeet shooter [n] 

SKEEVIER EEEIKRSV SKEEVY, repulsive, disgusting [adj] 

SKEWERED DEEEKRSW SKEWER, to pierce with long pin, as meat [v] 

SLEEKENS EEEKLNSS SLEEKEN, to sleek (to make sleek) [v] 

SLEEKERS EEEKLRSS SLEEKER, one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n] 

SLEEKEST EEEKLSST SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLEEKIER EEEIKLRS SLEEKY, sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEPERS EEELPRSS SLEEPER, one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n] 

SLEEPIER EEEILPRS SLEEPY, ready or inclined to sleep [adj] 

SLEETIER EEEILRST SLEETY, resembling sleet [adj] 

SNEERERS EEENRRSS SNEERER, one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n] 

SNEERIER EEEINRRS SNEERY, marked by sneering [adj] 

SNEESHES EEEHNSSS SNEESH, snuff [n] 

SNEEZERS EEENRSSZ SNEEZER, one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 

SPEECHES CEEEHPSS SPEECH, faculty or act of speaking [n] 

SPEEDERS DEEEPRSS SPEEDER, one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n] 

SPEEDIER DEEEIPRS SPEEDY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

SQUEEZED DEEEQSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

SQUEEZER EEEQRSUZ one that squeezes (to press hard upon) [n -S] 

SQUEEZES EEEQSSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

STEELIER EEEILRST STEELY, resembling steel [adj] 

STEELIES EEEILSST STEELIE, steel playing marble [n] 

STEEPENS EEENPSST STEEPEN, to make steep [v] 

STEEPERS EEEPRSST STEEPER, one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n] 

STEEPEST EEEPSSTT STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEEPLED DEEELPST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEEPLES EEELPSST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEERAGE AEEEGRST act of steering (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEERERS EEERRSST STEERER, one that steers (to direct course of) [n] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STREEKED DEEEKRST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREEKER EEEKRRST one that streeks (to stretch (to draw out or open to full length)) [n -S] 

STREELED DEEELRST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETED DEEERSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [adj] 

SWEENEYS EEENSSWY SWEENEY, sweeny (atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses) [n] 

SWEENIES EEEINSSW SWEENY, atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses [n] 

SWEEPERS EEEPRSSW SWEEPER, one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n] 

SWEEPIER EEEIPRSW SWEEPY, of wide range or scope [adj] 

SWEETENS EEENSSTW SWEETEN, to make sweet [v] 

SWEETEST EEESSTTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETIES EEEISSTW SWEETIE, darling (much-loved person) [n] 
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TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEASELER AEEELRST one that teasels (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [n -S] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEDDERED DDDEEERT TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

TEENAGED ADEEEGNT teenage (pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen)) [adj] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

TEENIEST EEEINSTT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEETHERS EEEHRSTT TEETHER, object for baby to bite on during teething [n] 

TELECINE CEEEILNT broadcasting of movie on television [n -S] 

TELETEXT EEELTTTX communications system in which printed matter is telecast to subscribers [n -S] 

TELETYPE EEELPTTY to send by teletypewriter [v -D, -PING, -S] 

TELEVIEW EEEILTVW to observe by means of television [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEVISE EEEILSTV to broadcast by television (electronic system of transmitting images and sound) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TELFERED DEEEFLRT TELFER, to telpher (to transport by system of aerial cable cars) [v] 

TELNETED DEEELNTT TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [v] 

TELOMERE EEELMORT natural end of chromosome [n -S] 

TEMPERED DEEEMPRT TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TEMPERER EEEMPRRT one that tempers (to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent) [n -S] 

TENDENCE CDEEENNT tendance (watchful care) [n -S] 

TENDERED DDEEENRT TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENDERER DEEENRRT TENDER, soft or delicate [adj] / one that tenders (to present for acceptance) [n -S] 

TENEBRAE ABEEENRT religious service [n -E] 

TENEMENT EEEMNNTT apartment house [n -S] 

TENPENCE CEEENNPT sum of ten pennies [n -S] 

TENTERED DEEENRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TEPEFIED DEEEFIPT TEPEFY, to make tepid [v] 

TEPEFIES EEEFIPST TEPEFY, to make tepid [v] 

TERCELET CEEELRTT tercel (male falcon) [n -S] 

TERPENES EEENPRST TERPENE, chemical compound [n] 

TERREENS EEENRRST TERREEN, terrine (earthenware jar) [n] 

TERRENES EEENRRST TERRENE, land area [n] 

TERYLENE EEELNRTY trademark [n -S] 

TESSERAE AEEERSST TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [n] 

TETHERED DEEEHRTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

THREEPED DEEEHPRT THREEP, to threap (to dispute (to argue about)) [v] 

TIGEREYE EEEGIRTY gemstone (precious stone) [n -S] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TREELESS EEELRSST having no tree [adj] 

TREELIKE EEEIKLRT resembling tree [adj] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TWEEDIER DEEEIRTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 

TWEEDLED DDEEELTW TWEEDLE, to perform casually on musical instrument [v] 

TWEEDLES DEEELSTW TWEEDLE, to perform casually on musical instrument [v] 

TWEENERS EEENRSTW TWEENER, player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n] 

TWEENESS EEENSSTW state of being twee (affectedly cute or dainty) [n -ES] 

TWEENIES EEEINSTW TWEENIE, person not yet teenager [n] / TWEENY, housemaid [n] 
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TWEETERS EEERSTTW TWEETER, loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n] 

TWEEZERS EEERSTWZ TWEEZER, pincerlike tool [n] 
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UKELELES EEEKLLSU UKELELE, ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n] 

UNDELETE DEEELNTU to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNEVENER EEENNRUV UNEVEN, not even (flat and smooth) [adj] 

UNFREEZE EEEFNRUZ to cause to thaw [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

UNHEEDED DDEEEHNU not heeded (to pay attention to) [adj] 

UNKEELED DEEEKLNU not keeled (to capsize (to overturn)) [adj] 

UNNEEDED DDEEENNU not needed (to have urgent or essential use for) [adj] 

UNPEELED DEEELNPU not peeled (to strip off outer covering of) [adj] 

UNREELED DEEELNRU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREELER EEELNRRU one that unreels (to unwind from reel) [n -S] 

UNREEVED DEEENRUV UNREEVE, to withdraw rope from opening [v] 

UNREEVES EEENRSUV UNREEVE, to withdraw rope from opening [v] 

UNSEEDED DDEEENSU not seeded (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [adj] 

UNWEEDED DDEEENUW not weeded (to urinate) [adj] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

VEDETTES DEEESTTV VEDETTE, small boat used for scouting [n] 

VEGETATE AEEEGTTV to grow in manner of plant [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VEGETIVE EEEGITVV growing or capable of growing [adj] 

VEHEMENT EEEHMNTV ardent (characterized by intense emotion) [adj] 

VELVERET EEELRTVV fabric resembling velvet [n -S] 

VELVETED DEEELTVV VELVET, soft, smooth fabric [adj] 

VENDEUSE DEEENSUV saleswoman [n -S] 

VENENATE AEEENNTV to poison (to administer harmful substance to) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VENENOSE EEENNOSV poisonous [adj] 

VENERATE AEEENRTV to revere (to regard with great respect) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VENEREAL AEEELNRV involving genital organs [adj] 

VENERIES EEEINRSV VENERY, sexual intercourse [n] 

VERDERER DEEERRRV officer in charge of royal forests of England [n -S] 

VERGENCE CEEEGNRV movement of one eye in relation to other [n -S] 

VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

VERSEMEN EEEMNRSV VERSEMAN, one who versifies [n] 

VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VESSELED DEEELSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [adj] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

WEAKENED ADEEEKNW WEAKEN, to make weak [v] 

WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak) [n -S] 

WEASELED ADEEELSW WEASEL, to act evasively [v] 

WEEDBEDS BDDEEESW WEEDBED, area of body of water having many weeds [n] 

WEEDIEST DEEEISTW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEEDLESS DEEELSSW having no weeds [adj] 

WEEDLIKE DEEEIKLW resembling weed [adj] 
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WEEDLINE DEEEILNW edge of weedbed [n -S] 

WEEKENDS DEEEKNSW WEEKEND, to spend weekend (end of week) [v] 

WEEKLIES EEEIKLSW WEEKLY, publication issued once week [n] 

WEENIEST EEEINSTW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENSIER EEEINRSW WEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEEPIEST EEEIPSTW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEEVILED DEEEILVW WEEVIL, small beetle [adj] 

WELTERED DEEELRTW WELTER, to roll about [v] 

WESTERED DEEERSTW WESTER, to move toward west [v] 

WHEEDLED DDEEEHLW WHEEDLE, to attempt to persuade by flattery [v] 

WHEEDLER DEEEHLRW one that wheedles (to attempt to persuade by flattery) [n -S] 

WHEEDLES DEEEHLSW WHEEDLE, to attempt to persuade by flattery [v] 

WHEELERS EEEHLRSW WHEELER, one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n] 

WHEELIES EEEHILSW WHEELIE, maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n] 

WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n] 

WHEEPLED DEEEHLPW WHEEPLE, to give forth prolonged whistle [v] 

WHEEPLES EEEHLPSW WHEEPLE, to give forth prolonged whistle [v] 

WHEEZERS EEEHRSWZ WHEEZER, one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

XEROSERE EEEORRSX dry-land sere [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

YESSIREE EEEIRSSY yessir (used to express assent) [interj] 

YESTREEN EEENRSTY previous evening [n -S] 

 


